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“It is from the fruitful union of the grotesque and the sublime that the 
modern spirit is born” (Hugo, cited in Lehan, p. 108).

Urban space is also the combination of “grotesque” and “sublime”.

Thus, first start with the sublime of urban life: 



Automobile in front of the Abbey
“Vehement god of steel race, / Automobile thirsting for space/ shuffling and 

trembling in anguish, / pulling at the bit with strident teeth!” (“To My 

Pegasus”, Marinetti, 1-4). 

In the picture, a motorcycle with its shining steels was speedily riding past

the Westminster Abbey. The situation parallels with the comparison

Marinetti made between the “steel race” and the “vehement god”. As the

Abbey symbolizing conventional religion and god looked old and still, the

motorcycle driving in front of it seems to demonstrate its authority through

the unbreakable shiny metals and its constant forward mobility. As it goes

past the church, it conquers the “Mountains” (36) and the “fog” (42) which

represent the inhibition to new creations of art and modern life in the poem.

The futurist manifesto states that “we declare that the world’s splendor has 

been enriched by a new beauty; the beauty of speed. A racing motor-car 

[…] is more beautiful than the VITORY OF SAMOTHRACE” (Cianci, p. 

5). 

Thus, the futurists highly celebrate machinery and “modern spirit” (Cianci, 

p.5), which offers us an alternative view for the urban environment 

nowadays.  2016 can be considered as a step towards the “world’s 

splendor” not only because machinery itself can be considered as "beauty" 

but also because the constant action and mobility of the urban environment 

generates vitality and energy. The "metallic bridles" held by the driver give 

him complete control over the direction he can go and thus set him to 

"infinite freedom" in the urban space (Marinetti, 16)



“That was civilization. It struck him coming back from 

the East—the efficiency, the organization, the communal 

spirit of London. Every cart or carriage of its own accord 

drew aside to let the ambulance pass” (Woolf, p. 151).

Peter Walsh is thinking about uniformity in the urban 

space as he sees the consistent actions of “every cart or 

carriage”. With the the ambulance as an example, he 

illustrates the uniformity that underlies urbanization both 

during the modernism period and in contemporary society. 

The pictures showed three groups—primary school 

children, middle school adolescences and policemen—in 

uniforms. Modernity appears in uniformity in both 

appearance (e.g., the school and work uniforms) and in 

“spirit”. The “communal spirit” suggests a positive 

reading of urban uniformity and implies the existence of a 

power of unification or “solidarity” (Williams, p.18) in 

metropolitan space. This positive reading, however, is not 

the only interpretation of uniformity of urban space given 

in Mrs. Dalloway. For example, uniform might also 

suggest dehumanization of individuals: “London has 

swallowed up many millions of young men called Smith.” 

Thus, individuals are also at risk of being drowned out by 

the uniformity across inhabitants of the city. By providing 

both readings, Woolf seems to imply the complex 

outcomes of civilization and the contradictions exist 

within the understandings of metropolitan space. 

uniform



The Tube Station
In a Station of the Metro

The apparition of these faces in the crowd;

Petals on a wet, black bough (Pound)

Underground is one of the most representative images of urban

space. Pound captured the image of underground in Paris with the

metaphor of “petals” and “bough” (2). The picture, however, does

not look similar to the description by Pound. Nevertheless, the same

features of the current urban space can still be found in the metro

station in Pound’s poem. The picture on the right was taken at 4pm

in the afternoon. Some passengers in suits may have just got out of

work and some looked like college students heading for school. The

lady on the right was consuming some snacks to make up the lunch

which she may not have had time to eat. The lady on the left was

doing crossword puzzles on the back of newspaper. Interestingly,

none of them was communicating with each other although

everyone seemed not to be occupied. Such picture in the

underground of London presents “the effect of the modern city as a

crowd of strangers” (Williams, p. 83). Although the city seems to be

very vibrant with the noises of people and traffic, it is actually far

less dynamic as it sounds. As we discussed in class, the “wet” and

“black bough” sets a melancholic tone and presents a ghostly image

of the metro station. The picture of London underground also

reveals a more silent and rather lifeless image of the urban space.

The 

“grotesque”



Standing alone in the Trafalgar Square, Peter 
Walsh was lost in the “strangeness” of a 
“new” London: “And just nobody yet knew 
[Peter Walsh] was in London, except Clarissa, 
and the earth, after the voyage, still seemed an 
island to him, the strangeness of standing 
alone, alive, unknown, at half-past eleven in 
Trafalgar Square overcame him. What is it? 
Where am I?” (Woolf, p. 52). 

The city which seems to be an island to Peter 
Walsh actually implies Peter’s self-positioning 
relative to the vast expanding urban space. 
Peter Walsh is like an “island” that is 
unknown to anyone except Clarissa. The cities 
that have undergone dramatic changes in the 
industrialization during the modern period 
have erased the old London where Peter 
Walsh and a lot of other individuals may have 
once belonged to. 

Although not knowing what London looked 
like before spring 2016, I still felt the 
confusion about what it is and where I am. 
With the noises from people, music and the 
fountain as I stood in the center of Trafalgar 
Square, I was drowned in the sounds of this 
metropolitan space which lead me to question 
my self-position in this urban maze. 

The Trafalgar Square



“The motor car with its blinds drawn and an air of inscrutable 
reserve proceeded towards Piccadilly, still gazed at, still ruffling 
the faces on both sides of the street with the same dark breath of 
veneration whether for Queen, Prince, or Prime Minister 
nobody knew” (Woolf, p. 16).

While people in the mysterious car stopped within surrounded 
crowds in Mrs. Dalloway, the mysterious black car drove 
through the crossroad near the Embankment. The car came with 
enormously loud alarm way before it appeared in sight. First 
was a few motorcycles then the flash of dazzling light. The cars 
raced in the middle of city. A passerby could not help turning 
his head around while he was driving a motorcycle. Though 
with much less people surrounding the cars, the scene being 
captured in the picture still resembles the one presented in the 
novel. Even in 2016, urban space can still be characterized as 
unknown and mysterious. The audience still speculate who is in 
the black car. The encounters between the black car and the 
urban inhabitants in both Mrs. Dalloway and in the current 
situation also suggest the political hierarchy that exists in the 
metropolises in both times. The black cars separate the space of 
authority from the space of citizens. Even within the same 
physical space, the distance in between the hierarchy is still 
large as only the authority in the black car can see the audience 
while the citizens will never be able to see the one in authority. 

Was that the Queen, Prince or Prime minister? 



“Auden depicts the city as an industrial ruin: smokeless
chimneys, damaged bridges, deserted power stations”
(Lehan, p. 144).

Around 50 minute-walk from the Tower Bridge, it is the
mile end underground station. Very different from Central
London (Zone 1), the overall scenery in Zone 2 London is
shabbier and dirtier. On the ground, spots of gum
“reminisces” can be seen. Surrounding the trash bin is
waste that either could not fit in or just being thrown
outside of where it was supposed to be. The walls of the
station may have lost their original colors a long time ago.
Pigeons can be seen anywhere in this area and the pigeon
in the picture was looking for food near the pile of trash.
They were adapted to this environment so well that they
would not be disturbed even people came near. If the
pigeons came to London because of the Olympics in 2012,
this picture would illustrate exactly what Auden depicted
—an industrial ruin with the deserted pigeons and the
damaged tube station. It is hard to believe only 50 minute-
walk apart, another urban space much cleaner and much
prosperous is present. The urbanization seems to sacrifice
another part of the city that is not noticed and less
populated. The inequivalent development of different
urban spaces was one of the deepest impressions I have
for London.

Entry of Mile End Underground station



The English Horses 
“The English are so silent,” Rezia said. She liked 

it, she said. She respected these Englishmen, and 

wanted to see London, and the English horses, 

and the tailor made suits, and could remember 

hearing how wonderful shops were, from an Aunt 

who had married and lived in Soho” (Woolf, p. 

88).

Rezia is the only main character in Mrs. 

Dalloway that is not an English. Her view of the 

city in Mrs. Dalloway is probably the most 

similar to my perspective or a lot of other 

tourists’ perspectives towards London. One of the 

differences between the urban space during 

Woolf’s time and our time may be the number of 

tourists in the city. Tourists actually form a very 

special group in the urban space. They come to 

experience the life in this place but they never 

actually get involved. The picture on the right 

shows a carriage for tourists and two women 

were sitting in it while the people who have 

already seen such situation for multiple times 

passed by without paying much attention. It is 

interesting that the way they attract tourists is not 

the “modernist way”—creating a world with 

automobile and being free from the immobility of 

the past. Perhaps, in a world already filled with 

automobile, “anti-modernist” is the answer to 

build civilization in 2016. 



“For, in the forms of machinery, Factories, new and vaster 
buildings, bridges and works, we have all that, naturally, around 
us” (Vorticist Manifesto, p.40)

By the bank of River Thames, skyscrapers of different shapes, 
bridges and ships are all in the view of the observer, which 
visually presents the image described by the Vorticist Manifesto. 
In the picture above, the architectures on the left side are the new 
skyscrapers while those on right side are the Historic Royal 
Palaces with nearly 1000 years’ history. The trees planted in the 
ancient palace simultaneously exist with the modern landmarks in 
the background. This is a place where the new and the old can be 
fused together and where the nature and machinery come into 
contact.  Such fusion shows the Vorticist’s ideal of an urban space 
where “machinery” “naturally” surrounds us. 

“But it will never be French, any more than Shakespeare was, the 
most catholic and subtle Englishman” (Vorticist Manifesto, p.38).

In the picture below, the dark roof architecture is the Shakespeare 
Globe Theater., Shakespeare and English art mingle with not only 
French but also international and contemporary art in places like 
galleries and museums. Urban space nowadays seems to be the 
urban image Vorticists have painted in modernism. The 
abundance of machinery merge with the inhabitants of the city. 
Orders seem to be created under disorders (Lehan, 1998). While 
the Futurists see the energy and beauty of machinery, Woolf 
considers the isolated individuals and subjectivity in urban space. 
The “sublime” and the “grotesque” simultaneously exist in the 
urban space and make it a vortex of  “all” things presented 
together and “around us” (Hugo, cited in Lehan, p. 108; Vorticist
Manifesto, p.40 ).  

By the Bank of River Thames
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